Experimental studies have been performed on the PEP storage ring run at 7.1 Ge V in the low-emittance mode. The motivation for this work is to explore the capability of PEP as a dedicated synchrotron radiation source. The long straight sections and low emittance available at PEP make its use for this purpose very attractive, and would produce a source of vety high brighmess x-ray beams for the scientific co=unity. During the studies, single-bunch current limitations were measured as a function ofRF voltage. Thresholds were in the range of 1-2 mA per bunch, which is lower than expected based upon transverse impedance estimates from the PEP collider optics. An increase in threshold current by about 50% was realized by modifying the optics to reduce the magnitude of the horizontal beta functions in the straight sections and at the RF locations. The reason for the lower than expected thresholds has not been resolved. To permit its effective use as a synchrotron radiation source, a beam current of 50-100 mA is desired, which will require that PEP be run in the multibunch mode. Our goal in this study was to investigate the multibunch operating mode to ascertain that reasonable beam intensities were possible. By utilizing many low intensity (0.1-0.25 mA) bunches, stable and reproducible currents of 15-20 mA were achieved. In an attempt to improve this value, one of the idle RF stations was operated in a tune-splitting mode, with only partial success. By adjusting the tuner positions of the unused RF stations, up to 33 mA was ultimately stored, albeit with some evidence for instability. Possible approaches to improving the multibunch stability are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we describe the results of a series of accelerator physics studies of the PEP storage ring at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). PEP is an electron-positron collider that operates primarily for high-energy physics. However, its unique properties-described below-make PEP of great interest to the synchrotron radiation community as well.
The properties of PEP that make it especially attractive as a synchrotron radiation source are: These features are unique among U.S. accelerators and they offer immense present capability and future potential as a low-emittance, high-brighmess, x-ray synchrotron radiation source. In particular, the long straight sections could be utilized for the production of copious undulator radiation.
Two beam lines are now operational in PEP, each employing a 2-m permanent magnet undulator. In parasitic operation at 14.5 Ge V, these undulators produce photon beams whose brightness (in the spectral region above 10 keV) is 10 times that of any other source. In recent tests with dedicated synchrotron radiation (low-emittance) optics, even higher brighmess-estimated to be 1.5 x 10 17 photons/(s·mm 2 .mrad 2 ·0.1% bandwidth)-was achieved.
Optics for such a low-emittance mode were developed-and briefly tested in March 198&-by -;.~l Brown et al. 1 The-predicted emittance in the new optics, ex = 8.3 x 10-9 1t m-rad at. 8 Ge V, is Jj:~about a factor of three lo~er than would be obtained from the normal collidex:,optics, at:the same • energy. This value was roughly confirmed in the experiment described in Ref. 1 through direct measurements with the x-ray beam from the undulator, which gave an upper limit to the beam emittance of 12 x 10-9 1t m·rad-the lowest emittance that had ever been measured in a synchrotron radiation source.
Based on these encouraging results, additional calculational work has been undertaken to explore ways of extending the performance of PEP as a synchrotron radiation source. Possibilities being investigated include: Recently, additional beam time was made available to allow a more complete characterization of the 10w-emittance lattice and its behavior in terms of collective effects. During the period from December 9-21, 1987, PEP was operated at 7.1 GeV in the low-emittance optics. The beam . emittance was measured to be 5.3 ± 0.8 x 1O-9 lt m·rad, consistent with the calculated value of 6.4
~i i: 10"9 1t m-rad.. Measurements made after increasing the 'damping partition number. (by changing ~m.thC'RF frequency) gave an even lower emittance of 3.8 ±O.5 x-10-9 .1t m-rad, in good agreement , .
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with the predicted value of 3.7 x 10-9 It m-rad. These results are described in other reports. 3 ,4
In this paper, we describe the results of a study of collective effects for the low-emittance optics. In Section 2, we summarize briefly some of the information already known about PEP from previous studies with the collider optics, and show predicted behavior in the low-emittance optics based upon extrapolating the earlier results. Experimental results on single-bunch thresholds are discussed in Section 3, and Section 4 describes our observations of multibunch phenomena.
Possible future experiments are outlined in Section 5; these will be useful in determining the ultimate performance of PEP for production of synchrotron radiation. ':~~"{<:
. BACKGROUND
In this section we summarize some of the impedance information on PEP already known from previous experiments utilizing the collider optics. A more complete accounting of this information has been presented recently by Rivkin.5 Over the past several years, PEP has been operated at a number of different energies, ranging from 4.5 to 14.5 GeV, and there is a considerable amount of data available on the impedance-related issues of bunch lengthening and transverse single-bunch instabilities.
The most recent bunch lengthening data, 6 measured at 4.5 Ge V, are shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 2(a) we show the fit-taken from Ref. 5-to the data in Ref. 6 with the code BBl.7 Using a Q=l broadband resonator centered at fr = 1 GHz, a value of IZ/nl = 2.5 n was obtained. An independent analysis 8 of the same results with the code ZAP,9 and assuming an impedance roll-off with decreasing bunch length ("SPEAR scaling"), gave a value of IZ/nl = 3 n (see Fig. 2 (b», in good agreement with the first result We note that, although the appearance of numerous synchrotron sidebands in the bunch FFT spectrum was interpreted as the threshold for turbulent bunch lengthening in Ref. 6, this conclusion is not consistent with the analyses in Refs. 5 and 8.
Information on transverse impedance in PEP comes from observations of the transverse mode-coupling instability threshold. In Ref. 6, the single-bunch current limitation for the collider optics at 4.5 GeV was found to be 1.5 rnA. As noted by Rivkin,5 at the higher energy of 14. :: . "ok,
As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the agreement with the experimental data is quite good. Thus, we conclude that the simple Q= 1 broadband resonator impedance model is reasonably compatible with both longitudinal and transverse results at 4.5 Ge V. A similar conclusion was reached from the analysis reported in Ref. 8.
Because the optics are different in the low-emittance mode than they are in the collider mode, some differences in transverse thresholds are anticipated. This is because the transverse threshold is not sensitive to the impedance itself, but rather to the impedance weighted by the local beta functions of the impedance-producing hardware. As indicated in Table I , these beta values are significantly different in the region of the RF cells-which are known to dominate the ring impedance for the collider optics.
In the case of the low-emittance optics, we can use the above impedance model to make predictions of the beam behavior. In Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, we show the bunch lengthening and transverse mode-coupling behavior predicted 5 under the experimental conditions used in Ref. 1.
As can be seen, significant bunch lengthening (about a factor of three) is expected. The transverse threshold is expected to manifest itself at a single-bunch beam current of about 2.5 mAo
Because of the availability of a large amount of RF power in PEP, it is also worthwhile to explore the benefits of utilizing it fully. (At present, it is believed that the many RF cells contribute about two-thirds of the observed ring impedance; we wish to consider whether the benefits of higher voltage outweigh the impedance "penalty" of having so many cells in the ring.) In Fig. 6 , .
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SINGLE-BUNCH lliRESHOLDS AND STABILITY LIMITS
In this section we discuss our studies of single-bunch thresholds. In the work described here, we were unable to measure any effects due to turbulent bunch lengthening directly, so it was necessary to use predicted bunch lengths in our analysis. Based on the 4.5 Ge V collider measurements described in Section 2, we expect a longitudinal impedance of IZ/nl =-3 n. This value was taken in subsequent estimates.
The momentum compaction factor for the low-emittance optics is a factor of 2.6 smaller than that for the collider optics, and leads to a threshold current for bunch lengthening at 7 .1 Ge V of roughly 0.6 mAo Thus, we are generally beyond threshold for the range of single-bunch currents studied here.
There are two transverse instabilities that might limit the single-bunch current in PEP:
transverse fast blowup,1O which is analogous to the well-known longitudinal microwave instability;
and transverse mode-coupling,11 which results from the coherent frequency shift of the beam due to the low-frequency inductive part of the transverse impedance.
In the cases of interest here, the bunch lengths are considerably shorter than the beam pipe radius. Thus, for the fast blowup threshold-which depends on the high-frequency portion of the impedance spectrum-we will assume that the effective transverse impedance seen by the beam is reduced from its low-frequency value due to the roll-off at frequencies beyond the beam pipe cutoff.
That is, we apply the so-called SPEAR scaling approach 12 used to fit the PEP bunch lengthening , results (see, e.g., Fig. 2 ). With this assumption, the threshold current is expected to arise from the transverse mode-coupling instability (see Fig. 5 ).
:!!.'i ~L During the experiment, it was possible to monitor several aspects of the beam behavior. Total average current was monitored with a DC current transformer (DCCT) and a calibrated photodiode.
In practice, however, the response of the photodiode showed considerable sensitivity to the beam position, and thus was less useful in determining the beam current. Therefore, the threshold currents quoted here are taken from the Deer readout
An optical image of the beam, obtained from a synchrotron light monitor, was available on a TV screen in the control room. This was most useful in determining the behavior of the beam at the onset of instability. For example, the modulation of the beam shape gave clear indications whether the instability was arising from the horizontal or the vertical plane.
Pickup electrodes were available to view directly (via oscilloscope) or to drive an FFT analyzer. These electrodes could be combined either to give a peak current response or to give an enhanced sensitivity to horizontal or vertical motion. The FFI' signal was monitored to obtain the betatron and synchrotron oscillation frequencies.
Threshold Determination
In our In our initial studies. it appeared from observation of the synchrotrOn light monitor that the instability shown in Fig. 7 was manifesting itself in the horizontal plane. This is in contrast to the "lore" for the PEP collider optics. 13 where the transverse mode-coupling instability has always been observed in the vertical plane. As can be seen in Table I . the horizontal and vertical beta functions
. " for the collider optics are quite different from the low-emittance optics studied here. most notably in the interaction regions (IR's). Clearly. this change could lead to an enhancement of the 9 " (beta-weighted) Z.l values that determine the transverse threshold.
To get a measure of the transverse impedance seen by the beam, an experiment was done to measure the betatron tune shifts as a function of the single-bunch beam current, Ib; the data are shown in Fig. 9 . From fits to the data we obtain slopes, dVf31dIb' of -O.OO66/rnA and -OJXY75/rnA for the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively.
To assess the corresponding transverse thresholds, we note that the tune shift corresponding to the mode-coupling instability in PEP occurs 14 at about three-quaners of the synchrotron tune separating the two modes (m = 0 and m = -1). ('The calculations shown in Figs. 3 and 5 also yield this result.) Thus, we can estimate a threshold current for the instability by calculating the bunch current at which the tune shift has reached this value. Based on the data in Fig. 9 , the corresponding threshold currents are 2.1 rnA and 1.9 rnA for the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. The observed threshold of 1.5 rnA is in rough agreement with these results. In the calculation, we predict the vertical threshold to be slightly lower than the horizontal-in contradiction with our observations--but the difference between the two slope values is not considered to be significant.
As mentioned (see Table I ), the horizontal beta functions in the RF regions and in the IR's are much larger than those from the collider optics. To test whether this was the reason for the lower than expected thresholds (see Fig. 8 ), we modified the low-emittance optics slightly to reduce the values of the horizontal beta function in both regions. The resultant 13 x values are included in Table   1 . Note that values of the vertical beta functions were virtually unchanged in the modified optics, so the gain, if any, would be expected to come from the horizontal plane.
After installing the modified optics configuration, we obtained an increase in the observed ", s~gle-bunch threshold of about 50%, as shown in Fig. 8 . Moreover, the character of the !1i irlstability-as observed with the synchrotron light monitor-changed from the horizontal to the
To estimate the expected thresholds for the modified low-emittance configuration, we remeasured the betatron tune shifts as a function of cunent at two different RF voltages, 8.8 and 10.5 MV, with the results shown in Fig. 10 . The values of the threshold cunent extracted from these data are summarized in Table 2 . While not in quantitative agreement with the observed threshold current of 2.3 mA, the calculations clearly demonstrate that the reduction of the horizontal beta function makes the vertical threshold dominant, as was observed.
Still unexplained is the reason for the higher transverse impedance in the low-emittance optics compared with that scaled from earlier PEP collider data. It may be that the.·exceedingly high beta functions in the IR's are producing sensitivity to objects, such as synchrotron radiation masks, that contribute a negligible amount to the transverse impedance in the collider optics. Another possibility is that the significant orbit misalignments that were in evidence during the experiment are having a strong effect on our results. Although the identity of the RF mode driving a particular instability can vary, and thus the corresponding threshold current for the instability can change, as a rule it is unlikely that overall 13 performance can be radically changed by adjusonents to the RF system operation. A possible exception to the previous statement concerns the fundamental (accelerating) mode, since the cavities are designed and tuned to have identical center frequencies, high impedance, and high Q for this mode. We will rettml to this point later.
To Table 3 .
In the experiments discussed below, several different issues were investigated. First, we explore the topic of bunch-to-bunch interactions phenomenologically. The goal here was to see whether we could empirically define a suitable procedure for filling the ring in the multibunch mode .
. : Next, we looked at the benefits of using one of the "idle" PEP RF stations as a tune-splitting cavity to reduce the coupled-bunch interactions via Landau damping. Fmally, we considered the effects of ~r.: the many idle RF stations on the beam stability.
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Phenomenology
In the initial experiments. we were trying to ascertain the limitation on beam current that could be stored in the multibunch mode and to explore various filling patterns to see how they affected beam stability.
One topic of interest was to det=ine the distance over which the wake field of one bunch could strongly influence the motion of a following bunch. Since PEP has a circumference of 2.2 Ian and a 353-MHz RF system. the distance between successive bunches can be varied from 85 cm to 1.1 kIn. In the experiment. one bunch was filled to about 1.5 mA (i;e .
• essentially to the single-bunch current limit) and a second bunch was then filled to its current limit. The trailing bunch was initially located 863 RF buckets behind the first (one-third of the circumference) and then, after dumping the ring and restoring the first bunch. the distance of the trailing bunch was successively halved.
Had the first bunch been seriously affecting the second, we might expect that the current attainable in the second bunch would depend on the relative spacing between bunches. These measurements. however. showed no clear trend of maximum current with bunch separation.
Indeed, typical variations were only about 3% over the entire range of bunch spacing. which is not considered significant.
Next, we briefly tried to use two adjacent bunches followed by a third bunch as a probe. In this case we observed that the maximum current attainable in the third bunch increased with decreasing distance from the pair of leading bunches.
Since it appeared that close spacing of bunches was not incompatible with their surviVal. we : subsequently explored filling patterns consisting of several strings of adjacent bunches separated by smaller gaps, and distributing the strings uniformly around the circumference gave results equivalent to a nonuniform pattern. In all cases, a total beam current of about 12-15 mA was achieved.
Beyond this current, the beam became violently unstable and many bunches were lost from the ring.
A successful scheme for reaching reasonably high currents in a reproducible fashion was to run with many closely spaced bunches (e.g., tens of RF buckets apan), each with a low current (about 0.1-0.25 rnA per bunch). In this way, 10-20 mA could be stored with lifetimes in excess of one hour. (Even higher currents were sometimes reached, but not reproducibly.) It was observed in this mode that the presence of a single large bunch in such a string (caused, for example, by an accidental overfilling) was enough to produce beam loss.
Tune Splitting
One technique for controlling longitudinal instabilities that was investigated during the PEP studies was the use of a tune-splitting RF cavity. 18 To produce a different synchrotron rune for different bunches, one of the 24 accelerating stations was tuned and driven at the h = 2593 rotation harmonic, one rotation harmonic above the normal accelerating frequency. When phase-locked to After powering the tune splitter, and ascertaining the proper phase with two diametrically opposite bunches, the ring was loaded so as to maximize the tune difference between adjacent bunches. Ultimately, we were able to store about 20 rnA in this manner. Insofar as the chosen In the typical running mode used for the 7.1 GeV srudies reported here. only six RF stations were powered to provide about 6 MV peak voltage. The other eighteen RF stations were unpowered and "parked," i.e .
• their tuners were located so as to give a resonant frequency approximately midway between the h = 2591 and h = 2592 (accelerating) rotation harmonics. In this circumstance.
the idle acceleration mode of all the unused cells lines up essentially perfectly.
For a small number of equally spaced bunches. ZAP predicts that the "kb-l" sideband (where kb is the number of stored bunches) will be driven by the idle cavities. with a typical growth time of a few milliseconds. By monitoring this sideband at the onset of beam loss. measured growth times of 2.5 ms (with 16 rnA in about 60 bunches) and 4.3 ms (with 6 rnA in about 20 bunches) were obtained. in reasonable agreement with the predictions.
The computed growth time increases (see Table 4 ) if one of the 18 unpowered stations is . tuned to the h = 2593 harmonic (to serve as a rune splitter. as described above). Thus. even with zero applied voltage in the rune-splitter cavity. the beam would be expected to be more stable if only a few bunches are stored.
An attempt was made to cancel the contribution of the idle cavities to the coupled-bunch Experimentally, when the tune-splitter cavity was employed in this configuration, the beam stability was slightly worse, and no more than 16 mA could be stored. Because the impedance of the tune-splitter cavity itself contributes to destabilizing the kb-1 mode, it was fmally turned off and parked at its normal idle location. Beam stability improved thereafter. The best observed performance, with the idle RF stations parked symmetrically, but without the use of the tune-splitting system, was 33 mAo Although not investigated during the experiment, our calculations indicate that similar benefits would be expected if the idle cavities were all tuned to resonance with the accelerating harmonic.
It is clear that optimum parking of the idle RF stations can completely cancel the destabilizing effects of their fundamental resonances. Unfortunately, our calculations show (see Table 4 ) that the destabilizing influence of the higher-order parasitic modes should dominate that of the accelerating modes, causing instability for beam currents at or below those observed to be stable during the experiment. Only in the worst-case tuning arrangement, with all of the idle stations parked low, do we predict the fundamental mode to give contributions to the instability comparable to those from the parasitic modes. Nevertheless, there did appear to be some benefit (in terms of stored beam current)
to the symmetric parking arrangement compared with the normal configuration. This observation . may be related to changes in location of the parasitic modes of the idle stations when the tuner positions were adjusted. . This is refetred to as "parked low" in Table   4 .
c) Location of idle cavities (9 out of 24 stations). This is refetred to as "parked high" in Table   4 . The shunt impedance of the other parked stations was reduced accordingly when these stations were used.
/ .
d) Location of tune-splitter station. The shunt imp:dance of the other parked stations was reduced accordingly when this station was used. In the present srudy, we have found that the transverse mode-coupling instability limits the single-bunch current to only a few milliamperes. It is likely-though not proven-that the main impedance contribution in the low-emittance lattice is still coming from the RF system. It is important to understand whether or not there are unexplained differences berween the low-emittance and collider optics. There are several approaches that could be followed:
• Provide better control of the orbit in the RF regions. It would be informative to examine the sensitivity of the single-bunch threshold and/or the betatron tune shift with current to the alignment (or misalignment) of the beam orbit in this area. Additional correction elements would probably be needed.
• Measure the bunch length with a streak. camera to verify the longirudinal parameters used in the mode-coupling calculations.
• Shon out or remove some of the existing RF stations to see how the thresholds behave. Ideally, this would be accomplished in a reversible manner, so that unambiguous comparisons could be made and so that compatibility with collider running would be maintained. Plans for this experiment should be guided by calculations of the effects on both single-bunch and multibunch behavior.
• Find alternative lattice optics that permit the disentangling of the impedance contributions from the RF regions and the interaction regions by suitable changes to the beta functions. This was attempted during the experiments discussed here, but did )0 :Ji'iOfln.c ri ~~; ! ) : not give unambiguous results ..
.: i ' :.,
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Multibunch Mode
In this case. the experiments confirmed the earlier predictions 8 that coupled-bunch instabilities would be a serious concern. Although some progress has been made in storing up to 33 rnA. the results obtained were not very reproducible. FuTUre efforts should be aimed at a quantitative understanding of the resonant ring impedances. and at achieving reproducibility of results. To this end, we note that the availability of automatic conttol of multibunch filling patterns will be an essential ingredient of any fUTUre systematic studies. It will also be important to confirm the assumptions on parasitic modes that were used in the ZAP calculations; no beam time would be required for this purpose.
There are several options available that should give the possibility of storing the required 50-100 rnA beam cmrent stably and reproducibly:
• Continue efforts with the tune-splitter technique. If a stable system is available. and can be operated at reasonably high voltage. it should help damp the growth of the longitudinal instabilities.
• Add damping loops for the most damaging higher-order modes. Provision for this exists in the present RF cell design, although it has never been implemented. Calculations may give useful guidance here. provided that the observed growth rates can be associated with a few particular mocies-but this is not necessarily the case.
• • • spread-features that will greatly reduce the coupled-bunch instabilities in PEP.
With proper phasing. such a system also provides the possibility of shoner bunches, which would be beneficial for certain types of fast-timing experiments.
• Provide a longitudinal feedback system to combat the instabilities. Should this be needed, its requirements would be lessened if it were used in conjunction with some of the other "cures" listed above. It would be prudent, then. to postpone consideration of this possibility until some assessment of the efficacy of the (more or less) passive techniques takes place.
: /:
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. ' , ., ,", ... Single-bunch thresholds have been determined as a function of RF voltage. The observed single-bunch current limits are about half those predicted using the presently accepted impedance info=ation derived from experiments using the PEP collider optics. Reducing the horizontal beta functions at the RF stations and in the interaction regions increased the threshold by about 50%, and appeared to change the instability from the horizontal to the vertical plane. It is not clear at present why the observed thresholds are lower than expected. It may be that the larger beta functions in the straight sections are giving rise to significant beta-weighted transverse impedance due to objects that are unimportant with the no=allow-beta collider optics. Alternatively, the lower threshold may result simply from the relatively poor control of the orbit in the RF regions. More experimental work will be needed to cliuify this.
Multibunch running was also investigated. This work was in the nature of a reconnaissance to quickly establish whether interesting beam intensities were available, with suitable stability, from the PEP low-emirtance lartice. This goal was successfully achieved. A reasonably stable beam of 15 mA was obtained by filling the ring with many low intensity bunches. Use of one RF station as a tune-splitter cavity was explored, with mixed success. There may have been hardware problems that limited the effectiveness of the technique, however. so further work will be required on this topic. By adjusting the tuner positions of the idle RF stations. up to 33 mA of beam was stored.
The beam was somewhat unstable in this case. however. and was probably unsuitable for synchrotron radiation experiments. Calculations of the expected coupled-bunch growth rates are in reasonable agreement with those observed. In future work, it will be worthwhile to explore '. -.l: . alternative cures for this problem. Possibilities include: removal (or shorting out) of the unused RF stations; damping of the higher-order RF modes; addition of a Landau cavity; or active multibunch feedback.
No fundamental problems have been discovered that would preclude the effective use of PEP as a dedicated synchrotron radiation source.
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. ... ,. RFVoltage (MV) Change in betatrOn tune with current for PEP low-emittance optics.
The slope values correspond to a predicted threshold of about 2 rnA. compared with 1.5 rnA found experimentally .
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Schematic representation of the synchrotton frequency modulation, at ring position L, resulting from the tune-splitting cavity. By changing the phase:of the tune splitter, two diametrically opposite bunches can be made to have identical (upper) or split (lower) tunes. In the experiment, bunches were' located in the region near:one of the two drawn in-the upper graph. This gives maximum tune splitting for adjacent bunches;
